
RFID ESSAY PAPER

Hypothesis: RFID will positively increase efficiency and reduce costs for cargo tracking Research questions: 1. Why
RFID is better than barcodes. 2. What are the.

An RFID system is made up of three parts â€” the RFID tag itself also called a transponder , a device which
reads the tag and a backend IT system which looks up the ID on the tag with a database record to identify and
describe the object. This technology also appears to have the ability to keep our streets cleaner, which saves
money that could be used somewhere else. Thirdly, the article goes into the history of radar communication
and how it relates to modern RFID technology It would be much harder than it is now to keep items hidden
from inspection by authorities. So again, do you want to give control of this technology to corporations, who
we know cannot be trusted with our personal data? Such an area is the amount of costs generated by the
baggage loss within air travel. The antenna contained in the RFID tag transmits a signal that activates a
transponder through radio frequency waves. The revolutionary and global capability of telecommunications
has shaped new means for dealing with information, and changed the role of a private citizen among this new
technology. A few labels are fueled by electromagnetic impelling from attractive fields created close to the
peruse. Active tags are larger and more expensive because they require an independent power supply to
function, passive tags are cheaper, smaller and do not need a separate power supply The Different Types of
RFID Systems, n. This number is transmitted to the reader anytime the tag is queried. Introduction: The term
Supply chain covers every single possible process required in the flow of merchandise from manufacturing to
clients; together with manufacturing, distribution and transportation Swedberg,  What are the challenges faced
in adopting RFID in shipping industry. And all this money saved logically leads to lower prices for the
consumers. Versus the barcode, the RFID can read further distance and less time consuming than the barcode
Radio Frequency Identification is the wireless technology that uses radio waves to identify objects within its
proximity range. In fact everything you have will be readable from a distance. RFID consists of three
components: a scanning antenna, a transceiver with decoder and a transponder. This paper focuses on some of
the issues seen in retail management An RFID system consists of three components: an antenna and
transceiver often combined into one reader and a transponder the tag. A great benefit of is that the efficiency
when using RFID is phenomenal. The chip stores a serial number and or information linked to an object or
person. So the purpose of this paper is to explain R. What are the benefits of the implementation of RFID.
Tags in all crates would help solve the recent fears over terrorism and trains coming in from Canada. And too
much sharing also led congress to the same conclusion about a different information sharing entity. This
means that your can of Coke is going to have a different number than my can of Coke. Everyone would like to
lower the high cost wherever it is possible. The purpose of RFID varies has multiple purpose and multiple
looks, but the results are all the same. RFID has been around for a long time. It is possible to see this as a kind
of Orwellian doublespeak because the funding was cut, but then the components and programs start to actually
be used. And these tags have the capabilities to ensure the well-being of the elderly, providing those that need
it with a type of security blanket which guarantees that medication is taken when needed and making care
more readily available. The electronic device consist of a small chip and antenna, and it serves as a purpose to
code or magnetic strip on the back of a credit card or ATM card. Barcodes can only be used to tag a single
object at a time. Think about that for a moment, we will have the ability to fine people who litter possibly
months later, when the school students go and clean out the ditches along highways! The factors considered
for testing are temperature sensing and acceleration sensing All tags should be turned off when a consumer
leaves the store. Companies can see how every single shipment is progressing and helps identify problem
faster to get them resolved quicker Each tag contains a unique number, where the processing device then reads
the tag, enabling technicians to identify the tag and return missing items to the rightful and legal owners It is
also hard to come to some middle ground on this aspect of R. Today, they are used in wireless systems, for
example, the E-Z passes you see on the turnpikes. In order to achieve success, companies always must to keep
sanity to rapidly adapt with the changing of environment, react to every situation, potential problems and gasp
any single opportunity. This technology is being pushed for now, by the U.


